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Expand your audience 
with the first toy to 

come to life

A new VR experience



Expand your audience

✓ Friendly to children

✓ Challenging for adults

✓ Attract crowds with the VRMan VR 
controller toy which lights up

✓ With two buttons only everybody quickly 
learns how to play

Everybody loves toys!



We offer the magical experience of holding a 
VR-controller toy which comes to life in your 
customer's hands...

..and help “real” VRman to 
save the world



Make profit

Calculated for $10 income per 10 min session, 7 Hours avg daily business operating hours, excluding operating costs 



Be exclusive
We offer the option to be exclusive in your area without worrying over 

competing copies. Let’s talk



VRMan stations require only one person to fully operate them all while having free 
time during the session.
The only operation required is to help your customers put on the VR headset. VRMan 
will do the rest.

Minimize your operating requirements



In Game Tutorial - VRMan will teach 
your customer how to play through a story 

based detailed in-game tutorial

Automatic Session Timer - VRMan will smoothly end 
the session after 10 minutes of gameplay and will invite your 

customer to buy additional time in order to continue the mission

00:01

SImple Operating - Through an intuitive and 
straightforward operating menu, the operator controls player 
stations, check their stats, restart or skip parts when needed



Maximize your space revenue

VRMan saves valuable operating space as 
it is experienced with your customer 
sitting down.
With that said, it is fully immersive, highly 
interactive and with changing 360-6dof 
in-game environments

2.4M

1.2M



Thanks to its storyline, in order for customers to 
explore all VRMan worlds and defeat all the evil 
bosses, they would want to replay by buying more 
playing time. We offer the option of continuing the 
game from the last session position.

Maximize playing time

Continue?

VRMan comes with a displayed-to-all leader board 
for competitive customers who seek to have their 
high score proudly presented to all



✓ VRMan has a built-in automatic licensing system which counts usage
* Internet connection required

✓ Bill will be sent straight to your email at the end of each month

Carefree billing system



PRICING

License FeeVRMan VR Controller Toy
$749.00 *

* HTC Vive tracker required and not included
Each station requires a VR ready PC, HTC Vive/Vive pro Kit, a chair, internet connection and power socket - NOT INCLUDED
All prices excluding V.A.T and shipping costs 

$1.50
 Per 10 minute session



* TV not included
All prices excluding V.A.T and shipping costs 

VRMan Tower For 1-2 Players
+

2 TV Holders up to 42 inch TVs 

$1499.00 *

VRMan Tower For 4 Players
+

4 TV Holders up to 42 inch TVs 

$1999.00 *

VRMan Controller Holder

$99.00



Get also
✓ 24 months Content upgrades - FREE
✓ Multiplayer version - Coming Soon - FREE
✓ Assistance in buying all necessary equipment - FREE
✓ Full Support for game and VRMan VR-controller toy - FREE

 * As per service agreement

✓ Liability for VRMan VR controller toy - FREE
* As per service agreement

✓ Marketing materials for social networks - FREE
✓ Banners and popup display graphic materials - FREE



ORDER NOW
info@ayayugames.com

https://www.ayayugames.com/vr-man
https://www.ayayugames.com/vr-man
mailto:info@ayayugames.com


Toys Come To Life


